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Abstract—Chaos-shift-keying (CSK) and differential CSK
(DCSK) are the two popular coherent and non-coherent mod-
ulation schemes for ultra wide-band (UWB) communications.
However, security of these schemes has never been studied
formally from the information-theoretic perspective. In this
paper, we investigate the physical layer security of CSK and
DCSK modulation schemes over AWGN and Rayleigh fading
channels from the information-theoretic manner. For this aim,
the average secrecy capacity and outage probability are computed
and analyzed by considering the variation of bit energy Eb

coming from the use of chaotic signal to convey information. Our
results show that CSK has better or close secrecy capacity and
outage probability compared with DCSK and the conventional
spread-spectrum modulation. Additionally, these metrics favor
Rayleigh fading channels over AWGN channels. Finally, we
conclude that the non-constant bit energy is useful to enhance
the physical layer security.

Index Terms—CSK, DCSK, Secrecy capacity, Outage proba-
bility, Bit energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Information security became an increasingly challenging

issue since the widespread deployment of wireless commu-

nication in our daily life, such as e-banking, e-commerce and

medical information exchange [1]. Due to the open access

of the wireless transmission medium, physical layer security

suffers vulnerability from both active and passive attackers.

Many countermeasures are proposed in order to ensure se-

cure information transmission. The conventional attempt is

to combine authentication and encryption at the upper layers

of the protocol stack. This solution is practical and mostly

successful, however, it adds computational complexity to the

whole communication system. Different from the cryptogra-

phy approach, information-theoretic security operates directly

at the physical layer by taking advantage of the characteristics

of wireless channels, such as noise, interference, path-loss

and fading via signaling and channel coding [2]. The first

work to information-theoretic security was firstly proposed and

proved by Shannon in 1949 [3], where the wiretap channel

is described. Afterwards, Wyner introduced a more general

noisy wiretap channel and uncovered the fact that information-

theoretic secure communication can be achieved without using

any secret keys, by keeping the eavesdropper ignorant of

the secure message [4]. Since then, plenty of attentions both

from academia and industry was attracted to study secrecy

performance from information-theoretic perspective. In [5], the

secrecy capacity over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

channel was given and proved. The average secrecy capacity

and closed-form expressions of outage probability for physical

layer security over Rayleigh and Nakagami fading channels [2,

6]. Also, the authors of [7, 8] presented the physical layer

secrecy of single-input single-output (SISO) system over

AWGN/Rayleigh channels, Rayleigh/Rician and Rician/Rician

fading channels, respectively, where the main channel and

wiretap channel hold different fading assumptions.

On the other hand, there exist plenty of research focusing

on digital communication systems using chaos-based signal as

carrier due to their advantageous wideband characteristics [9–

11]. Dating back to the application of chaos in wireless

communication systems, one can easily find that chaos-based

modulation schemes are suitable for spread-spectrum (SS) sys-

tems [9]. Chaotic modulations have similar advantages to all

other spread-spectrum modulations, including the mitigation of

fading channels and jamming resistance. Furthermore, the low

probability of interception (LPI) [12] and excellent correlation

properties [13] allow them to be one of the natural candi-

dates for military communication scenarios. Among numerous

chaos-based communication schemes, CSK and DCSK are

widely studied from theory to implementation [9]. In [14], it

was proved that CSK can provide a secure communication link

while requiring chaotic synchronization. Fortunately, DCSK

system can perform well without relying on the reproduction

of the transmitted chaotic signal at the receiver and also shows

strong resistance against multipath fading [15]. Although some

security properties of CSK and DCSK were proposed in [14]

and [15, 16], security of these schemes were never studied

formally from the information-theoretic perspective, where

comes our contribution.

In this paper, we propose a novel insight in the physical

layer security of chaos-based modulation schemes. We derive

and analyze the secrecy capacity and outage probability, with

respect to the bit energy, for CSK and DCSK modulation

schemes over AWGN and Rayleigh channels. The analytical

results are solved with numerical approach as the probability

density function (PDF) of bit energy follows a non-standard

function. In addition, these secrecy metrics are compared to the

conventional SS system. Our results show that CSK performs
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better or close to the conventional and DCSK modulation

schemes in terms of secrecy capacity and outage probability.

To the best knowledge of the authors, there is no previous

work that studied the physical layer security while consider-

ing chaos-based modulations from the information-theoretic

perspective.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II covers some preliminary work including the chaotic

sequence generator and the chaos-based modulation schemes:

CSK and DCSK. Section III proposes our derivation and

analysis of the two performance metrics of physical layer

security, namely the average secrecy capacity and the outage

probability. Section IV gives numerical results. The conclusion

is given in section V.

II. CHAOS-BASED MODULATIONS

In this section, we will briefly describe the CSK and DCSK

modulation schemes.

A. Chaotic generators

In this paper, we use a second-order Chebyshev polynomial

function (CPF) which is given by

ck+1 = 1− 2c2k. (1)

We selected this chaotic map for having good performance

while being simple to realize. The chaotic sequences ck are

normalized, which means that E(xk) = 0 and E(x2
k) = 1,

where E (•) is the expectation operator. The number of chaotic

samples sent for each bit is defined by the spreading factor β.

The transmitted bit energy is defined as

Eb = Tc

β
∑

k=1

c2k, (2)

where Tc is the time chip. Fig. 1 shows the histogram of the

bit energy after spreading by the CPF map with β = 20. This

histogram was obtained using ten million chaotic samples.

From these samples, energies of successive bits are calculated

for the given spreading factor. Note that, if β is very low, due

to the non-periodic nature of chaotic signals, the transmitted

bit energy after spreading by chaotic sequences will vary from

one bit to another and thus Eb cannot be assumed constant.

However if β is high, Eb can be considered constant [15].

B. CSK communication system

A general CSK communication system is shown in Fig. 2.

The data symbols (bl ∈ {+1,−1}) with period Ts are spread

by a chaotic sequence ck with period Tc. Here, the spreading

factor equals Ts/Tc. For the lth bit, the modulated waveforms

xl,C(t) at the output of the transmitter is given by

xl,C (t) =

β
∑

k=1

blclβ+kg (t− (lβ + k)Tc) , (3)

where g(t) is the pulse shaping filter. A rectangular pulse of

unit amplitude on [0, Tc] is used.
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Fig. 1. Simulated distribution of bit energy for β = 20
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of CSK communication system. (a) Transmitter, (b)
Receiver

In order to demodulate the transmitted bits, the received

signal rl,C is first multiplied by the local synchronized chaotic

sequence ck, and then integrated over a symbol duration Ts.

Finally, the transmitted bits are estimated by computing the

sign of the decision variable at the output of the correlator.

C. DCSK communication system

Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of DCSK communication

system. In this scheme, every transmitted bit is represented by

two consecutive chaotic signal samples. The first part serves

as the reference sample while the second one carries the data

(data sample). With respect to different information bits bl to

be transmitted, the data sample carries the same or inverted

versions of the reference sample. Here, the symbol duration

and the bit energy are doubled,

Ts = 2βTc, Eb,D = 2Tc

β
∑

k=1

c2k.

Fig. 3 (a) shows a DCSK transmitter, while Fig. 3 (b) shows

a sample frame.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of DCSK communication system. (a) The DCSK
transmitter. (b) The DCSK frame. (c) The DCSK receiver.

For the lth symbol,we have

xl,D (t) =



















β
∑

k=1

clβ+kg (t− (lβ + k)Tc),

2β
∑

k=β

blclβ+kg (t− (lβ + k)Tc) .

(4)

Fig. 3. (c) shows the DCSK non-coherent demodulator.

The received signal is correlated to its delayed version, then

summed over the bit duration Ts. Finally, the received bits are

estimated by computing the sign of the correlator output. If it

is greater than ’0’, ’1’ is detected, otherwise, ’-1’ is detected.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A three-node classic model shown in Fig. 4, is used in

this paper to illustrate a wireless network with potential

eavesdropper. Herein, a legitimate transmitter (Alice) wishes to

send the secret messages to an intended receiver (Bob) in the

presence of an eavesdropper (Eve). The communication chan-

nel between Alice and Bob is called the main channel, while

the one between Alice and Eve is named as wiretap channel.

The secrecy performance is evaluated with consideration of

two cases: (i) real-valued AWGN channel; (ii) flat quasi-

static Rayleigh fading channel characterized by the fading

coefficients hm and hw, respectively. Herein, Gm = |hm|2

and Gw = |hw|
2 are called fading gain.

The relationship between Alice and Bob in the presence of

the Eve can be described as follows

rBob(t) = hmx(t) + nm(t), (5)

rEve(t) = hwx(t) + nw(t), (6)

where rBob(t) and rEve(t) are the received signal at Bob’s

and Eve’s receiver, respectively. x(t) is the CSK or DCSK

modulated transmitted signal by Alice, following equations (3)

Alice Bob

Eve

Fig. 4. Wireless wiretap system model

and (4). nm(t) and nw(t) are the zero-mean complex additive

white Gaussian noise, respectively.

Therefore, the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNRs)

over Rayleigh fading channels for CSK (γm,C) and DCSK

(γm,D) modulations at Bob’s receiver side are

γm,C =
Eb,C |hm|2

Nm,C

, γm,D =
Eb,D|hm|2

Nm,D

.

While the average SNRs at Bob’s receiver side are

γm,C =
Eb,CE(|hm|2)

Nm,C

, γm,D =
Eb,DE(|hm|2)

Nm,D

.

Similarly, the received instantaneous SNRs at Eve for CSK

(γw,C) and DCSK (γw,D) modulations are

γw,C =
Eb,C |hw|

2

Nw,C

, γw,D =
Eb,D|hw|

2

Nw,D

.

The received average SNRs at Eve are

γw,C =
Eb,CE(|hw|

2)

Nw,C

, γw,D =
Eb,DE(|hw|

2)

Nw,D

,

where Nm,C and Nm,D are the noise power of the main

channel for CSK and DCSK modulations. Similarly, Nw,C and

Nw,D are the noise power of the wiretap channel for CSK and

DCSK modulations.

In the following two subsections, the average secrecy ca-

pacity and outage probability for CSK and DCSK modulation

schemes over AWGN channel and Rayleigh fading channel

are derived.

A. Average Secrecy Capacity

The secrecy capacity is defined similarly to the standard

capacity, which is the maximum achievable secrecy rate, given

as follows [2]

Cs = Cm − Cw, (7)

where Cm and Cw are the capacity of main channel and

wiretap channel, respectively.

First, we start by recalling the channel capacity of AWGN

channel (CA) and Rayleigh fading channel (CR) with consid-

eration of date rate given by [17]

CA =
1

2
log2

(

1 +
REb

N0

)

, (8)

CR = log2

(

1 +
REb|h|

2

N0

)

, (9)



where R is the transmission rate of the system in bps, N0 is

the one-sided noise power spectral density, h is the Rayleigh

fading coefficient.

In the case of real-valued Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel

and for constant bit energy Eb, the secrecy capacity of CSK

(Cs,C,A) and DCSK (Cs,D,A) can be given as follows based

on (7) and (8)

Cs,C,A=

[

1

2
log2

(

1+
RCEb,C

Nm,C

)

−
1

2
log2

(

1+
RCEb,C

Nw,C

)]+

,

(10)

Cs,D,A=

[

1

2
log2

(

1+
RDEb,D

Nm,D

)

−
1

2
log2

(

1+
RDEb,D

Nw,D

)]+

,

(11)

where [x]
+

= max {0, x}, RC and RD are the data rate

of CSK and DCSK modulations for constant bit energy,

respectively. Similarly, the received SNRs at Bob and Eve

over AWGN channel of CSK and DCSK modulation schemes

can be written as: γm,C,A = Eb,C/Nm, γw,C,A = Eb,C/Nw,

γm,D,A = Eb,D/Nm and γw,D,A = Eb,D/Nw. Since Eb is

assumed constant, in this case, equation (10) is equivalent to

the secrecy capacity of conventional coherent SS BPSK system

with the same data rate RC .

As shown in Fig. 1, the bit energy of the CSK and DCSK

is varying. Therefore, equations (10) and (11) can be further

computed by integrating the secrecy capacity expression over

all values of bit energy as following forms

Cs,C,A =
∫

∞

0

1

2
log2

(

Nm,C +RCEb,C

Nw,C +RCEb,C

·
Nw,C

Nm,C

)

p (Eb,C) dEb,C ,

(12)

Cs,D,A =
∫

∞

0

1

2
log2

(

Nm,D +RDEb,D

Nw,D +RDEb,D

·
Nw,D

Nm,D

)

p (Eb,D) dEb,D,

(13)

where Cs,C,A and Cs,D,A are the average capacity over the

bit energy distribution. Since the analytical expression of the

PDF of bit energy is difficult to obtain leaving the numerical

integration as the solution for the integrals in equations (12)

and (13).

In the case of i.i.d Rayleigh fading channel, the instan-

taneous secrecy capacity for CSK and DCSK modulation

schemes based on (7) and (9) can be separately presented by

Cs,C,R =
[

log2

(

1+RCγm,C

1+RCγw,C

)]+

, γm,C > γw,C , (14)

Cs,D,R =
[

log2

(

1+RDγm,D

1+RDγw,D

)]+

, γm,D > γw,D. (15)

Obviously, the instantaneous secrecy capacity is the function

of the fading coefficients (Gm and Gw) and bit energy. On one

hand, if the spreading factor is high enough, the bit energy can

be regarded constant, then the instantaneous SNRs at Bob and

Eve, namely γm,C , γw,C , γm,D and γw,D are exponentially

distributed, then the average secrecy capacity can be simplified

to a closed form [2]. On the other hand, if β is relative

low, then the bit energy will be varying. The average secrecy

capacity of equations (14) and (15) of CSK (Cs,C,R) and

DCSK (Cs,D,R) modulation schemes can be obtained by

Cs,C,R =
∫

∞

0

∫

∞

0

Cs,C (γm,C , γw,C) p (γm,C) p (γw,C) dγm,Cdγw,C ,

(16)
Cs,D,R =
∫

∞

0

∫

∞

0

Cs,D (γm,D, γw,D) p (γm,D) p (γw,D) dγm,Ddγw,D,

(17)

where γm,C , γw,C , γm,D and γw,D are the multiply of bit

energy and channel coefficients, respectively. The PDF of bit

energy has no analytical expression, hence equations (16) and

(17) can only be obtained numerically.

B. Secrecy Outage Probability

The outage probability of the secrecy capacity is defined as

the probability that the secrecy capacity Cs falls below the

target secrecy rate Rs, i.e.,

Pout (Rs) = P (Cs ≤ Rs) . (18)

Regarding the Rayleigh fading scenario for fixed Eb, the

outage probability is given by [2]. However, for our case,

CSK and DCSK are employed, the outage probability can be

achieved by

Pout,C (Rs) = P (Cs,C,R ≤ Rs) , (19)

Pout,D (Rs) = P (Cs,D,R ≤ Rs) , (20)

Since the analytical expression for PDF of bit energy is not

available, the outage probability are computed numerically.

IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we will compare the average secrecy capac-

ity and outage probability for CSK and DCSK modulations

over AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels, respectively. It is

assumed that Alice, Bob and Eve have perfect knowledge of

the instantaneous channel coefficient, that is to say, all the

three nodes in the wireless network model have full channel

state information (CSI). In our simulations, the spreading

factor β is set as 20, obviously the data rate for CSK Rc

is double of that for DCSK RD, RC = 2RD. In order to

simplify the simulation, RD is normalized to 1, then RC is

2. γm,C,A, γw,C,A, γm,D,A and γw,D,A can be simplified as

γm,A and γw,A. Meanwhile, γm,C , γm,D, γw,C and γw,D are

substituted by γm and γw for simplicity. The target secrecy

rate Rs is set to be 1 bps.

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 depict the average secrecy capacity

versus γm,A or γm with regard to selected γw,A or γw

over AWGN channels (equations (12) and (13)) and Rayleigh

fading channels (equations (16) and (17)) with comparison to

the conventional SS-BPSK modulation system with same date

rate as CSK, respectively. One can observe that the average

secrecy capacity for CSK modulation is higher than or equal

to that of DCSK modulation. In addition, the average secrecy

capacity over Rayleigh fading channel is always higher than



or equal to the secrecy capacity over AWGN channel. Based

on the simulation results, CSK has better secrecy capacity

compared to the conventional SS system. This outperformance

compared to the conventional SS-BSPK returns to the fact

that the bit energy in CSK is not constant. Strikingly, the

fading property of wireless channels can be utilized to secure

communication.
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Fig. 6. Average secrecy capacity versus γm over Rayleigh fading channel.

Fig. 7 compares the secrecy outage probabilities versus

γm for CSK and DCSK modulations over Rayleigh fading

channels for different γw, respectively. Surprisingly, the higher

γm the lower the outage probability, also the higher γw the

higher the outage probability. It is observed that CSK has

better or same secrecy outage probability than that of DCSK

and conventional SS-BPSK system. Additionally, when the

gap between the main channel capacity and wiretap channel

capacity is gearing smaller, the difference of outage probability

between CSK and DCSK is becoming less slight.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied the physical layer security of

chaos-based modulations, namely CSK and DCSK, over

AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. In terms of the eval-

uation for our case, two critical significant metrics, average

secrecy capacity and outage probability are derived and nu-

merically computed by taking account of the variation of bit

energy. We conclude that CSK is a better modulation candidate

for physical layer security compared with DCSK and the

conventional SS-BPSK system. Furthermore, the potential of

fading property of physical layer can be well employed to

ensure secure communication.
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